Wilderness Experience
In todays modern world, a true wilderness experience is hard to find. There are many destinations across Africa that are ideal
for getting back to nature, walking in the wild and heading on safari. However finding a lodge that offers the whole package
can be tricky. Century Safaris has put together three lodge recommendations that offer a true ‘back to the wild’ experience,
of course with a touch of luxury included.

AFRICA ON FOOT | SOUTH AFRICA
Africa on Foot specializes in walking safaris in the big-five
Klaserie Private Nature Reserve; a wildlife rich region in the
heart of the Greater Kruger. The Klaserie shares unfenced
borders with the Kruger National Park which means
predators and other wildlife roam freely throughout.
On a walking safari guests will be led by experienced
and professional trail guides through a wildlife area rich
with game. In addition to walking safaris, game drives
are offered, which allows guests to participate in a full
spectrum of safari activities. There are 5 chalets ensuring an
intimate and personal safari experience and for the more
adventurous there is a treehouse which can be booked at
no extra cost.
Average Rate - US$ 260 pppn

CAMP SAVUTI | BOTSWANA
Camp Savuti epitomizes the Botswana safari experience.
From rewarding game viewing opportunities to the
authentic, tented accommodation, this is the traditional way
to spend time in one of Africa’s most superb wildlife regions.
Guests at Camp Savuti will be accommodated in private
and peaceful Meru-style tents. There are 5 individual tents
built on elevated wooden platforms offering some height
for overlooking the channel. The emphasis of this camp is
its natural appeal, and eco-friendly ethos, while maintaining
a serene level of luxury. It is an unfenced camp and receives
regular wildlife visitors, and offers a diverse landscape ideal
for game viewing.
Average Rate - US$ 480 pppn

TONGABEZI LODGE | ZAMBIA
Located on the banks of the wild Zambezi River, Tongabezi
Lodge is an exclusive retreat, architecturally designed to
make the most of its serene and natural setting. There are
both river cottages and private houses to choose from and
each room has an authentic yet modern design. During
your stay there are many activities offered, from canoeing,
Victoria Falls tours, bush walks and game drives. Tongabezi
also offers unique experiences out on their private pontoon
where a romantic dinner can be delivered by canoe or
a sundowner / pop-up bar in the middle of the river on
a remote sand bar. According to Condé Nest Traveller,
Tongabezi was also voted No.1 safari lodge in Zambia!
Average Rate - US$ 755 pppn

